A Card Series with Design
Paper and Satin Ribbon
with Hearts
An invitation made from a pearlescent
greeting card, decorated with design paper,
black Color Bar card with a cut-out heart, satin
ribbon with hearts and self-adhesive
rhinestone half-pearls. The menu card and the
place card are made in the same style.

Inspiration: 13410
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Invitation: Cut a piece of Kraft paper with
text, slightly smaller than the greeting
card. Attach this onto the front of the
greeting card using double-sided
adhesive tape.

Print out the template, which is available
as a separate PDF for this idea. Cut out
and draw the outline of the medium-sized
heart onto a piece of black Color Bar
card, measuring 8 x 12cm. Cut out the
heart using an art knive.
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Use double-sided tape for attaching the
black piece of card with the cut-out heart
onto the middle of the front of the
greeting card.

Cut a piece of satin ribbon with hearts,
the same length as the greeting card and
attach it onto the front of the greeting
card (at one side) using small pieces of
double-sided adhesive tape.
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Attach self-adhesive rhinestone
half-pearls to your own design.

Menu Card: Cut 10x15cm piece of the
black Color Bar card (use grey back).
Attach 8.5x13.5cm piece of design paper.
Cut out heart in 12x7.2cm piece of black
Color Bar card (template's large heart).
Attach menu onto back of the card with
the cut-out heart. Attach onto design
paper.
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Decorate with a piece of satin ribbon with
hearts. Attach the ribbon using
double-sided adhesive tape and finally
decorate with self-adhesive rhinestone
half-pearls.

A stand for the menu card: Cut two 6 x
3cm pieces of black card, and score both
of them in the middle with a bone folder.
Cut a small vertical groove, running
across the score line. Now bend along
the score line and the menu card can
now stand by inserting it in the groove.

9.

Template

Place card: Cut a 9x9cm piece of Color
Bar card (use grey back). Score along
middle. Cut a 8.5x4cm piece of design
paper. Cut out smallest heart from black
card (use template). Attach both onto
front of grey card with tape. Attach name
and decorate with rhinestone half-pearls.
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